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Science serves its readers as a forum for
the presentation and discussion of important issues related to the advancement of
science, including the presentation of minority or conflicting points of view, rather
than by publishing only material on which
a consensus has been reached. Accordingly,
all articles published in Science-including
editorials, news and comment, and book
reviews-are signed and reflect the individual views of the authors and not official
points of view adopted by the AAAS or
the institutions with which the authors are
affiliated.

provocative and sure-to-be controversial analysis* of the origins
rhat has come to be called the technology gap, Professor Joseph
Ben-]David of Israel last month told the ministers of science of the OECD
counitries that the gap began around the turn of this century, and began
in thie universities. American university departments could keep pace
with
science and its applications because their flexibility of organization
allowved them to follow up on the implications and ramifications of new
devellopments. European universities, being bound by tradition and
centrralized authority, remained frozen in the 19th-century mode. Geruniversities continued the system that had earlier served them so
well: a professorial chair, an associated institute, and a few
trkably
rema
tants and Privatdozenten. British universities were somewhat freer,
they 'were more influenced by the American pattern, but in France
nly changes were those aimed "at incorporating the by then obsolete
nan experience."
ie key to the American success is what Ben-David calls the entreeurial system. The way to maximize the practical uses of science
iot by trying to guess in advance (and in vain) what will be useful,
by developing science according to its immanent potentialities (as
eived by the scientific community) and by subsequently exploiting
scientific findings through imaginative enterprise for whatever purs they may be useful."
nd the way to encourage practical, imaginative enterprise is "by
lasing the density of both
[fundamental and practical work] and
velocity of the circ;ulation of ideas and problems from both areas of
,ity in spaces which ensure interaction."
he best "spaces" for ensuring interaction between fundamental sciand practical problems are large, complex universities and large,
;ipurpose research institutions, in either of which there is a mixture
asic and applied interests. The United States has many such places;
)pe has few. Ben-David thinks the number could be increased through
effective use of whatever funds a central government can put into
er education and research. Most of his recommendations were
ted at Europe, but his recommendations for getting maximum value
the money a national government can provide for higher educaand university research are worth considering here. This is what
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roposes:

Money for higher education should be allotted among universities
roportion to the number of students.
Part of the money for research should be granted to universities
petitively, on the *basis of their overall research attainment during,
the preceding 5 years.
The remaining research money should be granted competitively
individual projects.
To foster competition and cooperation among institutions and
ility and interchange of individuals-all of which increase the velocity
iterchange of ideas and problems-the universities should be free to
funds in categories 1 iand 2 as their own judgment determines.
ie prescription is partly based on the success of American practices
experience, but, except for item 3, it goes beyond our standard pracin decentralization of responsibility. In suggesting to European
,rnments a means to narrow the gap, Ben-David has also offered the
Government a challenging prescription for getting greater returns
the monies it invests in higher education and university research.
-DAEL WOLFLE
* J. Ben-David, Fundamental Research and the Universities (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, Paris, 1968).

